
ASU Geomorphology TLS LiDAR workflow  
 
Objectives:  We are attempting centimeter scale 3D change detection in active settings 
using LiDAR and surface process monitoring. 
 
Equipment:  ILRIS3D Optech laser scanner with pan tilt base.  6-inch diameter plastic 
spheres set up on range poles with bipods for scan targets.  Targets georeferenced with 
Leica RTK GPS survey system, post processed with OPUS.  Field sites monumented 
with surveyed rebar. 
 
Field Procedure:  Set up 4 spheres on plumbed range poles on surveyed monuments 
(rebar).  4 spheres should be in field of view of most scans.  Scan using Optech (not set 
up over any monuments).  Resolution usually determined by scan time.  20 minutes per 
view tends to work well.  It is helpful to have a single scan include 3 or 4 of the spherical 
scan targets.  Canning is done in overlapping views from multiple points of view to 
minimize data shadows (holes). 
 
Data analysis:  Raw data is parsed using Optech’s parsing software.  So far we are 
unsure if any data format has advantages.  We generally use .pif, but have used XYZ, and 
a few others.  It is nice to preserve the RGB intensities. 
 
Scan Alignment:  We use Innovmetric’s Polyworks 10.x for 64-bit on a PC with a quad 
core processor and something like 20Gb RAM.  We open the point clouds in IMAlign; 
this forces data to be interpolated into a 3D mesh.  Parameters are controllable, but we 
think we lose some data quality through this step, though it is necessary to utilize the full 
power of the IMAlign least-squares alignment algorithm.  Generally a bit of trial and 
error will lead you to the best interpolation step and max edge length.  These can be 
changed during analysis as well. 
 
 We align scans using identifiable points of overlap in adjacent scans.  Once rough 
aligned using N-point pairs, we always run the Best Fir and Alignment algorithm for max 
alignment accuracy and check results with Comparison tools.  We have not yet found a 
way to guarantee that our scans are aligned perfectly besides visual inspection and use of 
Comparison statistics reports in IMAlign, 
 

In order to level and georeference our scans, we either import the IMAlign project 
in IMInspect, or export alignment matrices from individual scans in IMAlign and align 
raw point clouds in IMInspect using them (this takes a lot of time, but allows for use of 
full point cloud in IMInspect rather that just interpolated mesh.  Based on Polywork’s 
literature, the alignment tools in the IMInspect Module are not as robust as those in 
IMAlign. 
 

Optech has a nice document that takes you through georeferencing of point clouds 
in IMInspect.  Generally, you model create feature primitives from points that make up 
spherical scan targets, and assign the sphere centers coordinates based on your GPS data. 
 



Comparison can be done in IMInspect if you have “before” and “after” scans that 
are both georeferenced.  We are just starting to work on this.   
 

This is all very much a work in progress, we anticipate using Fledermaus for 
some visualization and analysis, and perhaps some Matlab codes for analysis.  We look 
forward to learning more about other user’s techniques. 
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